
Festive greetings from Child Link!  With Christmas just around the corner it is time to give thanks for the many blessings

bestowed upon the children that we provide for.  It’s been an incredibly busy and successful year at the school in Gnana

Deepam with a number of major achievements to celebrate…

NEPAL
Learning
together,
playing

together &
sharing a meal

School Bus
Child Link began funding a school bus in Nepal in June 2017 following

trustee Diana Butchers’ visit to the school.   It’s a great asset - both

children and their parents are appreciative of the safety and convenience it

offers.

Pastor Daniel sends his thanks and says
that the children are very happy and
blessed.  On the left are some of the
school children with their new school bags.
Bags have been purchased for all children
via Child Link as a Christmas gift.

Wishing you a very  Merry
Christmas from all at Child

Link!

From Kindergarten to
A-Level equivalent

Finally, after 2 years of having

an application in the pipeline,

the school have received their

Certificate of Recognition.

This allows the school to

officially expand from year ten

board exams to year 12 board

exams. As a result, children

can now be educated all the

way from Kindergarten to A-

level standard.  Thanks to your

generosity Child Link were

able to help fund the cost of

obtaining this certificate.
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Meet Deepadarshini
Deepa and her sister Akshaya have been able to join us here at Gnana

Deepam School and live in the hostel only because we were able to sponsor

their education through Child Link.  Back in April of this year, Deepa's

mother, who lives in Salem, heard that we help needy girls get an education

and approached us. Her husband had recently died and her job working in a

coffee shop gave her a monthly income of £80 which was not enough to

support herself, her own mother and her 2 daughters. In addition, Deepa's

mum and grandmother had been ostracized due to their Christian faith and

had no support from their wider family. The family is a lower middle class

family and Deepa’s mother hadn't worked until she became widowed.  The

girls began school with us this year and have settled in well. Deepa is in

grade 9 and her sister in grade 7.  In Deepa's own words to Child Link she

says: “I am so happy to be studying here. My ambition is to become an IAS

officer (highest level of government administration). I need to help poor

people in the future. And I have a dream in my future I would like to study

overseas. From my childhood itself I have this ambition.”  Deepa is a bright

girl who could one day realize her dreams.

Above:  This is a photo of all the girls who are new this year. With many finishing

their board exams last year and therefore leaving the hostel, this made room for us to

take in 14 new girls.



Nepal

To this…

An amazing transformation from this..

A word from Pastor Daniel:
“Dear Child Link
Greetings from Nepal and very many happy Christmas wishes.  We are very much
thankful to God for your kind support, love, prayer and encouragement.  The children
are doing well and are excited as we have been working on transforming our
preschool.  The preschool is becoming more beautiful because we have coloured our
school walls and added paintings to the class rooms along with new benches.  The old
furniture was metal framed but the metal benches posed a risk to the children as they
would sometimes get injured as they would crash into the benches when playing.  We
have decided to change metal benches to wood and we did it in Jesus’ name.  Our
class rooms are much better and more beautiful …the children and their parents are
thrilled.

For our youngest children we have made one large table so that the children can sit
round the table and study together - this very much helps their learning.

Thank you.  With prayer. “ Daniel and kids.

The new hostel building for the boys is
making good progress. Structural work is now

complete. The next phase is plumbing and electrical

work and fitting of doors and windows - preparations are

well underway for that. We can now begin to landscape

the area between the old and new hostel building.  This

new building  will enable the children to have more living

space, and better bathing and toilet facilities. We hope

and pray the work continues to make good progress.

Co-ordinating the final stages of the building work, with

plumbers, electricians, builders, door/window work, all

has it many challenges, do please pray along with us

that work progresses smoothly and without delay.

Dharanesh

Dharanesh came to us over 2

years ago.  He has severe

burns on his face and upper

body.  Some of you may

remember that  he got these

burns when he ran and hugged

his his father who was

committing suicide by self

immolation.  Happily, Dharanesh continues to do well both in

school and in the hostel.  He was having difficulty mixing

with others but we are glad to say that socially and

emotionally he is doing much better. He is happy and well

settled, enjoying being part of games and sport and

interacting with all ages.  His mother works in the school

restaurant as a cook.

A Christmas surprise for the home
children!
At Christmas every year, the children who are in our

care receive new clothes thanks to generous gifts from

Child Link.  Like all of us, the children love to dress-up

specially on Christmas day, and get excited trying on

their new things.  We can't give you a picture of this

just yet, or that would spoil the surprise! However, this

is a picture of the tailor who works to alter each of the

outfits, so they fit each child perfectly on Christmas

morning!


